Direct Packages

EMPOWERING PHYSICIANS AT EVERY STEP IN THEIR CAREER
WWW.RESOLVE.NET
Direct Premium Paid Packages

$99 (PER MONTH 6-MONTH COMMITMENT)

1. 100 employer contacts each month
2. MGMA Compensation Data
3. J1 Map with all state guidelines and application updates

Coaching

$999 (ADD ON PLUS THE $99 MONTHLY PREMIUM FEE)

J1 Physicians (J1 premium package $99 - 6-month commitment)
1. Initial Needs Assessment to uncover career objectives (1 hour)
2. Ongoing strategy calls - One 30-minute call per week
3. Intro to J1 information and waiver types
4. Action plan - includes a custom-tailored timeline with goals
5. Practice type details education on types that support/don’t waivers
6. Access and support to the platform
7. Access to the J1 Map & State info
8. J1 Eligible employer view
9. ARC/DRA employer view
10. CV/Cover letter assistance
11. Full MGMA compensation report
12. +60 Contacts per month
Agent Level Job Search

$9,999 (ONE-TIME FLAT RATE FEE PAID UPFRONT)

1. Initial Needs Assessment to uncover career objectives (1 hour)
2. Personal Account Manager to assist and initiate all communication
3. Ongoing strategy calls- Unlimited
4. Intro to J1 information and waiver types
5. Action plan - includes a custom-tailored timeline with goals
6. Practice type details education on types that support/don’t waivers
7. Unlimited access and support to the platform
8. Access to the J1 Map & State info
9. J1 Eligible employer view
10. ARC/DRA employer view
11. CV/Cover letter assistance
12. Interview Prep and Coaching
13. Full MGMA compensation report
14. Full Benefits Analysis with a financial advisor
15. Unlimited contacts nationwide with follow ups and re-contacts
16. Unlimited access to an experienced healthcare attorney
17. Contract Review & Negotiations Included